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What Makes for
Strong SEO?
Search engines assign rank based on three critical factors:
RELEVANCE
Understanding what your audience is searching for
Delivering a content experience that satisfies audience
interest and search intent
ACCESSIBILITY
Communicating your brand’s content
experience to the search bots
Providing a technical framework to ensure the
content can be understood
AUTHORITY
Providing relevant ‘authority’ sites to vote for
your content via linking
Being seen and known as an authoritative expert within
your respective space
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Identifying Your
Audience & the Tone
of Your Article

As you begin to map out your article, it’s important to consider
your desired audience and the overall intent of your piece.
As a jumping off point, start by trying to answer these questions
thoroughly:

What question do you intend to answer?
Who is the target audience?
What tonality should the article possess?

From there, overlay the page intent with a keyword and theme that
will enable you to reach your target audience.
Take a moment to examine the search results for the article you’re
planning to write. Based on what you find, you can tailor your piece
to help it stand out from competing content.
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The
Role of the
Keyword

Keywords are target words that are commonly searched for on
Google. The keywords you choose to target for your article serve as
guides that will influence how your article is written.
As you sit down to write, keep these keyword guidelines in mind:

Primary keywords should be used 2-4 times per 100 words; in
other words, your keyword density should be 2-4% per page, with
anything over 7% running the risk of being flagged as spam.
Maintain semantic value for the keywords within the article.
Ensure the content and intent of the article supports
the targeted keywords.
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Tips for
Writing SEO-Friendly
Headlines

Headlines are critical for many reasons, particularly for conveying
the context of your article, as well as for hooking in your audience
and driving clicks to the full version of the content.
Arguably, your headline is the most important aspect of your
article because it is what readers will first look at. To optimize your
headlines, you should:

Include your primary keyword target within the <h1></h1>
header tags, making an effort to integrate the keyword in the
first three words.
Aim to make the headline catchy in an effort to maximize clicks.
Study Google search results to get a better sense of how your
headline is likely to stack up against the competition.
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Good Copy Example

*Search term: How to save money

Bad Copy Example

Tips for
Writing SEO-Friendly
Body Copy

Writing strong body copy is critical to the success of your page
ranking in Google. In order to optimize your page’s organic ranking,
the body of your article should include:

Unique copy that features no duplication
Content that is topically relevant to the headline you’ve chosen
Integrated target keyword
A total word count target of between 800-1000 words
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Good Copy Example

*Search term: How to save money

Bad Copy Example

Using Keywords
in Body Copy

In order for your page to have a chance at ranking sufficiently,
be sure to:

Spread keywords out across the article and page and avoid
packing them close together
Use the keywords together in a succinct fashion. For example,
the phrase “small business owner” is preferable to writing, “There
is a business with a small sign that showcases the owner.”
Remember, your keyword density need to remain between
2-4% (this is absolutely critical)
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Here is an example of proper keyword density across both article
headers and body copy:
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What You Can
Expect to
Find the SERP

Google’s search engine results page (SERP) has undergone
quite a few changes over the years, although the organic results
have remained fairly static in the appearance.
In 2017, here’s what you can expect to see for an organic result:
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Optimizing Your
Images
Believe it or not, images can also be optimized for search.
Before posting your article, be sure to thoughtfully consider and
integrate the following best practices into each of the images that
will appear in your post:

What you name your image makes a BIG difference. If you’re
uploading an image, make sure to change the file name.
Avoid a name that’s too short. Rather, be descriptive and
integrate your keywords into the image. For example,
“Soccer.jpg” doesn’t provide the same value and impact as
“boy-kicking-soccer-ball.jpg”
Avoid stuffing keywords; however, as this can be detrimental
to your optimization.
Separate words by hyphens as opposed to underscores
because Google reads a hyphen as a space.
For your alt tag, write a short sentence describing what
the image contains. For example, “Young boy kicking a soccer
ball on an outdoor soccer field in Brooklyn, NY”.
Compress your image to a .jpg with 60-70% compression.
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The Importance of
Internal Linking

Internal linking refers to any links from one page on a domain which
leads to another page on that same domain. It’s one of the few
methods site owners can use to tell Google (and visitors) that a
particular page of content is important.
As you considering integrating internal links throughout your article,
be sure to:

Always link relevant keywords as opposed to linking some like
“For more information, click here.”
Use at most two internal links throughout your piece.
Limit any external links, and utilize “nofollow” tags if you
absolutely need to include them. For example, this looks like:
<a href=”http://example.com/article” rel=”nofollow”>Article
Example</a>
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Your Final
SEO Checklist
ARTICLE INTENT & KEYWORD SELECTION
Define your article intent, audience and topic
Select keywords that support your page intent with
search volume
Consider a new URL naming scheme and navigational label
based on search volume and intent
DEVELOPING YOUR CONTENT
Write unique page copy that integrates keywords and semantic
values (keep it between 500-1200 words in total length)
Ensure the content is unique and has not been copied
from existing pages
Identify supporting images and infographics that will be
needed to optimize the piece
ON-PAGE OPTIMIZATION
Approach keywords holistically, effectively integrating them
throughout the page in the header and body copy
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Verify that the density for primary target keywords is
2-4% of body copy
Define one H1 tag: Headline should be top of page and include
primary keyword(s)
Define H2 tags: This tag can be more used more than once
and should include the keyword
Define H3 & H4 tags: Like H2 tags, these tags can be used
more than once and should include the target keyword and
maintain semantic value
Define 1-2 internal links that anchor keyword phrases
other internal pages
Write a title tag that leverages the primary keyword; this
should be 55-60 characters max, and should include your
brand name at the end separated by | symbol.
For example: “Title text | Brand Name”
Write meta descriptions that integrate the primary,
secondary and semantic keywords which describe page
value (totaling 150-160 characters)
Create and add a list of keywords to your metadata
(be sure to separate with commas!)
Optimize images, including file names, alt tags and title tags
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Additional
Resources

Explore these additional resources that can help you choose which
topics to write on in order to strengthen your organic ranking:

Google Trends - See what’s trending for just about any topic
according to Google: https://www.google.com/trends/
Keyword Search Volume - Determine which keyword is best
suited for the article you plan to write: http://www.semrush.com/
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